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If you are not growing some good Dahlias 

you are missing one of the real joys of life. 

KNOLLWOOD GARDENS 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 
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TO OUR CUSTOMERS AND FRIENDS 

It is not possible for any grower to list all the dahlias 
much less to grow them but we are listing some really good 
dahlias and we want to urge you to grow just a few more 
this year than you may have planned to plant. 

To get more people to enjoy this sport we are making 
some special offers. First, you will find listed and described 
some we have not described before, then a list of some really 
worth while dahlias we are offering under the **Two For One 
Sale” and, lastly, those listed under the Special One Cent Sale. 

Buy the dahlias you wish to grow from these lots and you 
are promised your money’s worth in stock true to name. Any 
that are not true to name we will gladly replace and any that 
fail to grow will be made good if you will return the root 
within three weeks after planting. 

If there are dahlias we do not list that you would like to 
have let us quote you prices on such for we believe we can 
secure these for you and .at no higher price than you would 
pay elsewhere. 

Having passed through some seasons not best suited to 
growing dahlias we believe the coming season will be more 
favorable and so we wish you much success with your dahlias 
together with the real joy and closer friendships sure to come 
to you through the growing of these flowers. 

KNOLLWOOD GARDENS, 

Winston-Salem, N. C. 
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ABRAHAM LINCOLN (S. C.)—8x4—A bright spectrum red with rose reflex. 
Good grower with slender strong stems, especially in early season. 

ROOT—$1.00 

ADDA PATTERSON (S. C.)—8x4—About the best pure white of this type. 
Large flowers of splendid form on long stems. Keeps well_ROOT—$ .50 

AIKO (S. C.)—10x41/^—Given the Japanese name “Aiko” (pronounced I’ko) 
its color and form suggest the Orient. A very spectacular dahlia, large 
and striking in color being a deep carmine with a silver reverse. Unusual 
dahlia and one that will do well in heavy soil.ROOT—$5.00 

AMERICAN LEGION (I. D.)—10x6—This is a big clear yellow bloom on good 
stems. Reminds one of Aztec Glory. The true stock has been a good prize 
winner. It is a very artistic flower.ROOT—$10.00 

ANDREA ERICSON (I. D.)—10x4—A flne white dahlia often referred to as the 
White Fort Monmouth. It has good stems and is very successful in the 
white class for exhibition purposes. Shade if possible in extreme heat. 

ROOT—$3.00 

ASBLTRY PARK (F. D.)—10x4—Coppery red shading to salmon and old gold. 
Fully described last season. Large blooms on long stems.ROOT—.$3.00 

AZTEC GLORY (I. D.)—10x5—By many this is considered the most sensational 
yellow dahlia. Clear picric yellow with deep massive blooms, artistic in 
form and held on strong stems. A dahlia that will please you. 

ROOT—$1,00 

B.IGDAD (I. D.)—10x4—Of wonderful size this beautiful, brilliant scarlet has 
large flowers, is free blooming and should be a winner in the dahlia shows. 

ROOT—$2.50 

BERENGARIA (F. D.)—Not a new one, but a large orange with gold tips and 
a golden sheen making a very beautiful flower.ROOT—$1.00 

BOB WHITE (F. D.)—8x4—A giant white flower that is full and deep having 
long stems, A clean grower and very free flowering. This will prove a 
sensational white  .ROOT—$1.25 

CHAMPOEG (I. D.)—9x4—A dahlia of unusual coloring and most attractive. 
Waxy canary yellow at center shading into salmon pink which deepens 
with cool weather. Back of petals pale yellow. Early and free bloomer 
on strong stems .ROOT—$3.00 

CHARLES G. REED (I. D.)—9x4—Burgendy red with a lighter reverse with 
healthy plant having long stems. This dahlia did well for us last year. 

ROOT—$1.00 

CHEMAR’S EUREKA (F. D.)—8x3—^This is one of the best white dahlias being 
a seedling of Jersey’s Beauty. A touch of lavender pink adds to the beauty 
of this flower...ROOT—$ .75 
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CIIEMAR’S ORANGE BEAUTY (F. D.)—7x4—A good orange formed like Jer¬ 
sey’s Beauty with good stems .ROOT—$ .85 

CONGRESSMAN WOEVERTON (I. D.)—8x4—A bright shining salmon pink 
which is very free blooming and gives fine cut flowers with long stems. 

ROOT—$1.50 

DERRILL W. HART (I. D.)—10x4—This is a deep orange or copper shading to 
henna brown. This is a flower that keeps well when cut, is a wonderful 
bloomer and has good stems.ROOT—$1.00 

DONNA CALIFORNIA (I. D.)—12x4—A California introduction of rare color¬ 
ing. It is a deep rose suffused with lavender. Petal formation makes it 
look like a huge pin wheel. Stems are stiff, strong and long. Great for 
exhibition .ROOT—$2.00 

DR. HARRY HOWARD (F. D.)—10x5—This is a giant primrose yellow which 
was one of the best at the shows last fall. The blooms are very deep held 
on good stems. Advise planting May 15th to June 1st. A Roll of Honor 
Dahlia .ROOT—$4.00 

DWIGHT W. MORROW’ (I. D.)—12x6—About the largest and best knowm of 
the very large red dahlias. Plant to bloom late in South.ROOT—$3.00 

EAGLE ROCK FANTASY (I. D.)—11x5—This; is one of the 1931 outstanding 
dahlias. It is a clear mellow pink or violet rose with silver shadings. It’s 
habits are ideal with stems long and erect and it seems to be immune 
to insect attack.ROOT—$5.00 

EAGLE ROCK WONDER (I. D.)—11x5—This is a very large Mars orange flush¬ 
ed with gold and salmon. A rank grower and late bloomer. Best where 
season is long.ROOT—$2.00 

ELIZA LONDON SHEPARD (I. D.)—9x4—Bright golden orange apricot so 
blended that it makes a spectacular dahlia of one tone effect. 

ROOT—.$2.00 

I'ARNCOTT (C)—This good sized aster purple dahlia tipped white always at¬ 
tracts attention wherever shown. A fine keeper and winner of Certificate 
of Merit . ROOT—$1.00 

FRAZIER (F. D.)—8x4—A free and continuous bloomer of glowing Oriental 
red, tipped yellow with yellow at base of petals that makes a very fine 
showing. The bushes are rather dwarf.ROOT—$1.00 

GOOD NIGHT (I. D.)—10x5—The best dark dahlia we have ever grown. Has 
done well for us during several seasons. If you like a dark dahlia try this 
one.ROOT—$1.50 

IMPERIAL PINK (I. D.)—This is one of the big fellows. Clear rose pink with 
golden shades at the base of petals. Six of this variety will make a fine 
basket .ROOT—$4.00 
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JANET SOUTHWICK (I. D.)—10x4—This is a distinctive dahlia that has made 
many friends. One of the best 1932 introductions. It is described as a 
lovely pomegrariite purple, very lightly shaded silver or between a Tyrian 
rose and Burgundy red. The large flowers on good stems keep a long 
while when cut.ROOT—$5.00 

JEAN KEEFER (I. D.)—8x4—One of the most substantial flowers of a fine 
rose pink and a good keeper when cut .ROOT—$5.00 

JOSEPHINE G. (I. D.)—8x4—A Certificate of Merit dahlia of a true rose pink 
with some petals tipped yellow. It is a prolific bloomer yet its flowers are 
of exhibition size at the same time.ROOT—$1.50 

JULLINAR (F. D.)—10x4—An immense lavender shaded pink. The bushes are 
vigorous and the stems long.ROOT—$3.00 

KARL BONIWITZ (S. C.)—8x5—A brilliant velvety carmine flower of grace¬ 
ful form. It seems to withstand any climatic conditions and gives about 
the most perfect bush without topping or disbudding of any dahlia grown 
but responds to disbudding. You can get 4 foot stems with this one. 

ROOT—$3.50 

KEMP’S VIOLET WONDER (I. D.)—10x5—A good large violet or royal purple 
that every one likes.ROOT—$1.00 

KENTUCKY RED (I. D.)—10x4—A flaming scarlet that does not burn in the 
sun. This is one of the brightest of the recent introductions and you 
will like it.ROOT—$5.00 

LENORE WOOLAMS (S. C.)—Immense flower of Tyrian Rose or American 
Beauty shade which can easily be grown to from 10 to 14 inches in di¬ 
ameter. Artistic and of unusual beauty on long stems.ROOT—$1.50 

LINCOLN G. DICKEY (I. D.)—91/2x5—Prolific blooming primrose yellow with 
rose suffusion with ideal growing habits make this dahlia very satisfac¬ 
tory.ROOT—$2.00 

IMARSHALL’S PINK (F. D.)—This is a fine flower for cutting with stems three 
feet long. It is a very beautiful shrimp pink dahlia of the form of Jer¬ 
sey’s Beauty.ROOT—$1.00 

MARTHA EPPELE (S. C.)—9x4—A glowing bronze that is also really good 
under artificial light. This is one of the few dahlias that still grows after 
being cut and will last a long time. Profuse bloomer with good stems. 

ROOT—$2.00 

MARY ELLEN (F. D.)—11x5—A violet rose of more of pink than lavender this 
dahlia is described as a seedling of Mrs. Warner and with the same habits 
of growth. A medal winner in 1930, the flowers grow to a wonderful size. 

ROOT—$2.50 

MISS LONGVIEW (S. C.)—9x4—Can be grown larger. This immense flower 
with fine stems, a long blooming season is outstanding wherever grown. 
The color is a bright canary yellow with jasper red reverse.. .ROOT—$2.00 
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MRS. KENYON (I. D.)—9x4—Salmon to peach pink shading to orchid at tips. 
This is a dahlia that will prove pleasing.ROOT—$1.00 

AIRS. LOUIS F. HYDE (I. D.)—10x5—A deep, rich watermelon pink of exhi¬ 
bition size. Last season one bloom of this measured 9 in. in depth—deeper 
than anything we have ever grown or seen. Good under artifical light. 
Stems are long.ROOT—$2.00 

AlYRA HOWARD (I. D.)—10x7—One of the best 1932 introductions. The color 
is yellow cadmium and gold with tints of salmon, producing an orchreous 
orange effect. A very deep flower freely producing its giant blooms on long 
stems. Winner of American Home Achievement Medal in 1931. If you 
want a sensation in your garden and a winner at the shows grow this 
dahlia.ROOT—$7.50 

OHIO GLORY (S. C.)—8x4—This dahlia varies between rhodamine purple and 
tyrian rose. It is one of the most shining purples in any garden. It is 
outstanding in respect to beauty and to number of blooms and a good 
root maker.ROOT—$ .50 

ORIENTAL BEAUTY^ (S. C.)—7x4—A lovely bright violet rose with petals that 
gracefully curl and twist. Much admired in our gardens last season. 

ROOT—$1.50 

PANSY G. WHITE (S. C.)—8x3—A strong growing bush, especially for a yel¬ 
low dahlia. Clear canary having good long stems.ROOT—$2.00 

PETER PAN (I. D.)—8x4—Plant only grows 2^2 feet high and produces mas¬ 
sive flowers on a Pompon plant. A new race of dahlia. A rich luminous 
pink of large size and wonderful formation. Can actually be grown in 
pots and is good for small grounds as well as for beds and borders. 

ROOT—$1.50 

PRESIDENT HOOVER (I. D.)—8x5—A blending of peach red and begonia rose 
reminding one of Papillon but much larger.ROOT—$1.50 

PRINCE OF PERSIA (I. D.)—11x6—A bright red that is very striking. An 
unusually deep and attractive flower. This dahlia should be very popular. 
A popular 1931 introduction .ROOT—$4.00 

PRIDE OF FORT MORGAN (F. D.)—10x4—It has been grown 12 inches. A 
very intense red and a sturdy grower. Disbud forj 12 in. flowers. 

ROOT—$1.00 

RAY WARNER (1. D.)—9x4V2—Pure luminous rose pink claimed by the origi¬ 
nator to be not only the most beautiful pink but the pinkest pink dahlia 
in existence. This is the perfect pink sought for many years. A rapid 
growing plant so an early, profuse and continuous bloomer. ROOT—$10.00 

RUTH CAVALIER (I. D.)—8x4—This is a lovely rose pink with a creamy pink 
center and a good cut flower.ROOT—$1.00 

SALEM PRIDE (F. D.)—10x5—A spectacular dahlia of reddish violet which is 
suffused, streaked and lightly tipped white. The deep and large blooms 
come on good stems.ROOT—$1.00 
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SALMON SUPREME (F. D.)—10x4—A sensational seedling of Jersey’s Beauty 
which bids fair to be indeed popular. A vigorous growing free flowering 
dahlia of large size with lovely salmon-orange pink flowers on strong 
stems ...ROOT—$1.25 

SATAN (S. C.)—10x4—This is a flaming red with a touch of gold at the cen¬ 
ter. It is a flower of rare form and unusually brilliant. Its almost leafless 
stems make its appearance indeed different. A consistent prize winner 
at the many shows.ROOT—$15.00 

SH.4HRAZAD (I. D.)—10x4—This huge introduction of 1931 is known as the 
pink Jane Cowl and it is really a pink having no lavender tints. The 
flowers are massive with large petals that curl and twist most attractively. 
One grower says there .never has been anything like it.ROOT—$4.00 

SINBAD OF THE SEA (F. D.)—8x4—This is the one dahlia with the perfect 
habit of growth and perfect stems. This scarlet red is quite large and an 
excellent dahlia.ROOT—$2.00 

T.4NG (I. D.)—9x6—The flowers of this great dahlia are large deep balls being 
formed somewhat like Dwight Morrow. A bright combination of orange 
flame with gold shadings and a tan reverse which shows up wonderfully. 
A good grower .ROOT—$3.00 

THE COMMODORE (I. D.)—11x4—A spectacular yellow and one of the largest 
seen on the exhibition tables often reaching 12 in. across and of good 
depth. Winner of American Home Achievement Medal and of the A. D. S. 
Certificate. The brilliant lemon yellow blooms are held high above the 
foliage.ROOT—$4.00 

VALESKA (I. D.)—9x5—A large clear lilac without shadings except a bit 
darker at center. Flowers are deep and full and have good stems. 

ROOT—$1.00 

WALDHEIM SUNSHINE (I. D.)—10x41/2—A true yellow that shows up yellow 
under artificial light. A good grower and free blooming dahlia. 

ROOT—$1.00 

WATCHUNG SUNRISE (F. D.)—8x4—This is a golden amber with reverse of 
petals showing rose pink. Tips of each petal edged rose pink making this 
a very distinctive dahlia.ROOT—$1.00 

WATCHUNG WONDER (I. D.)—10x6—Those who have seen this rich royal red 
in our gardens remember the touch of gold often seen at tips of petals. 

ROOT—$1.50 

WILL ROGERS (F. D.)—10x4—A dahlia of huge size and great depth as well 
as a prolific bloomer. A clear silvery lavender with the lavender flushed 
throughout with the silver. Stems are excellent.ROOT—$2.50 

YORK AND LANCASTER (F. D.)—This is one of the best red and white 
dahlias to be had. Large flower of good substance.ROOT $1.25 
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— SPECIAL — 
TWO FOR THE PRICE OF ONE SALE 

Having decided to make some changes in our planting plans this season 
we will sell some of our stock at real bargain prices to make room for others 

we shall grow. There are many dahlias in this list that you will surely wish to 

grow and this is an opportunity to get them at a real saving. This stock is 
true to name and will satisfy you in every way. Look over the list and select 

the ones you wish to grow. 

In Other Words This Is a One-Half Price Sale 
This offer applies only to the dahlias listed below: 

Alice Whittier—10x5—A fine primrose yellow.$ .50 
Ambassador—8x4—Reliable yellow buff and salmon cactus.50 
American Triumph—8x4—Bright clear red and a good keeper. 1.00 
Betty Ivins—8x4—Salmon overlaid amber, pink reverse. 1.00 
Brockton Beauty—8x4—Pinkish lavender, cream center.75 

Coquette—10x5—Big bright red blending with gold.75 

Dad—10x4—Large free flowering carmine red.75 
Dr. John H. Carman—11x5—Handsome tyrian rose tipped silver. 1.50 

Eagle Rock Gem—8x4—Maize yellow shaded Orient pink.75 
Eastern Star—8x4—Lovely saffron yellow, old gold shadings.75 
Edna Ferber—9x4—Coral shading to gold—a flne one. 1.00 
Edward Thomas Bedford—10x5—About the largest and best purple. 1.25 
El Ray—10x5—Rich golden salmon.75 
Emanuel’s Beauty—10x4—Flame red with primrose yellow. 1.25 
Emily Gass—8x4—Exhibition white with pink suffusion. 1.00 

Eva Quadling—9x4—A flne red with good stems.75 
Fordhook Marvel—8x4—Lovely salmon, shading reddish copper. 1.00 

Fort Monmouth—11x4—Giant dahlia of rich claret—try it. 1.00 

Fort Washington—10x4—Large dark mahogany red. 1.00 
Frances A. Johnson—8x4—Fine rose pink shading lighter. 1.00 

Frank Miller—9x4—Clean, large flower of picric yellow. 1.00 

George S. Harvey—^9x4—Large purplish magenta suffused white.60 

Grace Ricords—7x4l^—White, tipped lavender, cleft petals.75 

Harry Mayer—9x4—Light purple, shading lighter—good.60 
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Hawaiian Nights—Scarlet with orange suffusion—claimed to grow 12 in.. 2.00 

Helen Ivins—9x4—Beautiful orchid lavender. 1.00 

Ida Perkins—8x4—One of the best large whites.75 

Jane Cowl—10x6—Buff and old gold blending to apricot. .50 

Jean Hare—9x4—Buff apricot blending to golden bronze.60 

Jersey’s Triumph—7x4—Bright copper suffused salmon bronze. 1.00 

Judge Leon McCord—10x5—A deep gold with old gold reverse. 1.50 

Katherine Cole—8x4—Pink shading to cream, pink center. 1.00 

Katherine Kelly—10x4—Large brownish red shaded maroon. 1.00 

Kathleen Norris—10x5—Lovely large pink—no better dahlia. 1.50 

Kentucky—7x5—Pink, yellow and gold blended—fine cut flower.75 

King Midas—10x4—Big pure golden yellow—one of the best. 1.25 

Margaret Woodrow Wilson—9x4—Creamy white suffused phlox pink.50 

Marmion—11x4—Large golden yellow with bronze center.50 

Marshall's Beauty—7x31/2—Lovely pink flower with three foot stems.50 

May Trower—8x4—Large flower of gold to golden apricot.60 

Monmouth Champion—11x4—Large brilliant orange flame. 1.00 

Monmouth Giant—11x5—Large early blooming orchid. 1.25 

Mrs. Alfred B, Seal—11x5—Unusual shade of violet rose. 1.25 

Nanaquaket—9x4—Large orchid pink. 1.00 

Nancy Carroll—Reddish orange russett. 2.00 

North’s Yellow—10x4—Fine early blooming sulphur yellow. 1.00 

Old Hickory—7x5—Fine red and apricot—easy to grow.75 

Oyster Bay Beauty—8x4—Large dark maroon—good bloomer.50 

Pride of Stratford—9x4—Fine cadmium orange and old rose.50 

Primula Rex—10x4—A fine primrose yellow—old favorite. 1.00 

Queen of the Garden Beautiful—10x4—Primrose yellow.50 

Radio—9x31/2—Red and gold attractively blended.50 
Robert E. Lee—8/2x4—Rich red that does not burn in the sun. 1.50 

Spottswood Beauty—8x4—Chatenay pink with yellow shadings. 1.00 

The Telegram—8x8/2—Striking orange yellow, white tips.75 

The White Empress—8x4—One of the best white dahlias. 1.00 

The World—9x4l^—Rich rosy magenta with silvery shadings. 1.00 

Thomas A. Edison—9x4—Large true royal purple—Fine for us. 1.50 

Thomas Hay—Large clear lilac with deep flowers.50 
Treasure Island—9x5—Prize winner of apricot, gold and rose. 1.00 

Valentino—8x4—Salmon pink with cream center. 1-00 
Western Giant—10 inches or more—Large pure golden buff. 1-50 

Yellow Beauty—7x4—Yellow seedling of Jersey’s Beauty. 1.00 
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ONE CENT DAHLIA SALE 
The dahlias listed under this sale are still good dahlias and will give you 

some wonderful flowers but are priced low because they have become more 
plentiful and we want the space for others we shall grow. This is a real op¬ 
portunity to get some good dahlias at very small cost—less than the price oi 
a rose and yet you get many more blooms for your money. 

Select any dahlia listed and add one cent to the price then you may have 
two of this or one and any other dahlia listed at the same price. If the dahlia 
is priced 25c you add another cent and the two are sent you postpaid at a 
cost of 26c. 

Include some of these with your order for other varieties. Packing and 
postage prohibit our shipping orders for these alone when amounting to less 
than $1.00. You may select one or more if included with other dahlias listed 
elsewhere. 

A. D. Lavoni—2i^x2—Cerise pink, quill petals—a real cut flower.12 
Alex Waldie—7x3—Lovely cream overlaid salmon pink.15 
Amber Queen—Pompon of rich amber—popular.12 
Amiin Ra—9x3—Copper orange, gold and amber—good.20 
Avalon—7x3—Pure canary yellow—best yellow cut flower.25 
Ellinor Vandiveer—8x4—A glowing rose pink.25 
Florence Michell—7x4—Beautiful creamy white and shell pink.25 
Francis Larocco—8x4—A yellow you will like—long stems.25 
Gloire de Verdun—8x3^2—Cardinal red—bright one.20 
Glory of Monmouth—8x4—Salmon pink with light orange.25 
Grand Duke Alexis—3V2x2—White, sometimes tinted lavender..10 
Grenadier—8x4—Novelty purplish maroon combined with silver—good... .35 
Cirover Whaling—8x4—Orange with tints of bronze—often single with us .35 
Heart of Gold—8x4—Lovely flesh ocre to jasper pink.25 
Jersey’s Beauty—6x4—The popular pink with long stems.35 
Jersey's Radiant—7x4—Free bloomer of bitter sweet orange.35 
Junior—10x3 —An enormous lavender pink.30 
Mabel Thatcher—8x31/2—Yellow shading orange—always in bloom.20 
Margarie Leigh—8x3^2—Jasper pink, buff, begonia rose.25 
Maude Adams—4x3—White and lavender—the florists’ dahlia.10 
Mrs. I. de V. Warner—9x3—Deep mauve pink—grow this one.25 
Papillon—8x3^2—Old rose suffused gold—a real dahlia.30 
Pride of Wayne—8x4—A good purple of rich color.30 
Roseatta—7x3—Amber overlaid old ro.se with very long stems.25 
Ruth Yost—8x3—Carmine red—attracted much comment.60 
Sylvia Dickey—7x3—A lovely phlox pink.20 
The Emperor—8x3—Beautiful maroon that surely attracts.35 
Tryphinnie—7x3—Bright shell pink that will please.20 
U. S. A.—8x4—A good dahlia of deep orange, free blooming.25 
Venus—7x3—Pale lilac and white—good.15 
Vivandiere—8x3—Free blooming carmine—peony flowering.25 
Wizard of Oz—9x3—Amber, pink and salmon—a flne dahlia.50 
W. J. Erwin—9x4—One of the best lavender purple dahlias.50 
Yankee King—8x4—Deep autumn tints, rose reverse.50 



JOIN 

THE AMERICAN DAHLIA SOCIETY 

Copies of ^^The Bulletin** that will be sent you are 
worth the year’s dues of $2.00. 

Send check or money order to C. Louis Ailing, 198 
Norton Street, New Haven, Conn. 

"If more Americans were Dahlia growers I am sure 
there wouldn’t be so much talk of a pessimistic nature, for 
when two or three real dahlia hobbyists get together, pessi¬ 
mism goes out the back door.”—^Warren M. Maytrott, 
President American Dahlia Society. 

There are no flowers that will bring you so many 
friends or so much real pleasure as the dahlia. 

The dahlia is indeed the Queen of all flowers, 
some and get that thrill ’tis sure to bring. 

Grow 




